
Announcing the publication of a new book 

    The Five Core Skills of Mindfulness:  
    A Direct Path to More Confidence, Joy and Love 

By Terry Fralich, LCPC, JD 

 
Nov 1, 2013 -- PESI Publishing and Media (PPM) is pleased to 
announce a unique book about mindfulness that will enable both 
therapists and lay readers to more fully experience the benefits of 
mindfulness in their professional and personal lives.  
 
The Five Core Skills of Mindfulness: A Direct Path to More 
Confidence, Joy and Love goes beyond general definitions of 
mindfulness to describe specific skills readers can use right away 
to reduce stress and minimize suffering. The practices in this book are designed to enhance the 
precious experience of being human in these challenging times. 
 
Psychotherapist Donald Altman, author of several books on mindfulness, offered his enthusiastic 
recommendation of the new book: Woven together with a masterful blend of stories, reflection, 
practices and neuroscience, The Five Core Skills of Mindfulness is . . . a steady road toward 
living a life that matters – a life that you determine moment to moment. Why not give it a try? 
 
“Having taught mindfulness to thousands of individuals all over the country, I am convinced that 
the direct path to the great treasures of mindful living is the practice of specific skills,” said author 
Terry Fralich. “Part One will enable the reader to engage in clear, accessible practices that change 
the brain and every day experience in powerfully positive ways.” 
 
“Part Two of the book is a bit different from most books on mindfulness,” said the author. “I 
am very interested in helping individuals imagine what is truly possible for them – what they are 
really capable of. I offer four personal essays about the blessings emerging from the practice of the 
Five Core Skills in the context of nature, relationships, sex and service. My hope is that the essays 
will stimulate readers’ curiosity about the magic and miracles that are revealed over time along 
the magnificent path of mindfulness.” 
 
Fralich has pursued his own meditation and mindfulness practice for more than 35 years. He has 
studied extensively with His Holiness the Dalai Lama, other renowned Tibetan teachers and 
several of the American pioneers of mindfulness. His first book, Cultivating Lasting Happiness: A 
Seven-Step Guide to Mindfulness, is in its second edition. Fralich has taught more than 300 
seminars in the US and abroad, and has led retreats at Omega Institute and the Kripalu Center for 
Yoga and Health. He is a co-founder of the Mindfulness Retreat Center of Maine. 

Since 1979, PESI Publishing & Media (PPM) has been the resource for the most clinically 
relevant, practice-based, practical books and education products for behavioral health 
and rehabilitation professionals.   The Five Core Skills of Mindfulness is available for 
purchase from www.pesi.com and www.amazon.com. For more information about the 
book, contact Linda Jackson at ljackson@pesi.com. 
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